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Let’s begin with a simple question

• Can you share an example of data in your everyday life 
and explain how it is presented in front of you?
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Data Visualizations in Your Everyday Life

4Data Storytelling https://about.infogr.am/blog/18-surprising-data-visualizations-in-your-everyday-life/ 

Textbooks

Subway Maps

Bus Schedules

Speedometers

Calendars

Clocks

Workout Machines

Grading on a Curve

https://about.infogr.am/blog/18-surprising-data-visualizations-in-your-everyday-life/


The Racing Line Charts of Summer Olympics
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A Few Basic Visualization of Data
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The Racing Bar Charts of Urban Population
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So, what is 
data storytelling 
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Data storytelling is 
the ability to effectively 

communicate insights from 
a dataset using narratives 

and visualizations. 
It can be used to put data insights into context for and 

inspire action from your audience.
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https://online.hbs.edu/blog/post/data-storytelling 

https://online.hbs.edu/blog/post/data-storytelling


Setup, Conflict, and Resolution
10Data Storytelling https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r5_34YnCmMY&t=269s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r5_34YnCmMY&t=269s


Setup? Conflict? Resolution?
11Data Storytelling https://ourworldindata.org/energy 

https://ourworldindata.org/energy


Let’s try a different example
12Data Storytelling

Blog or Video



13Data Storytelling https://www.zhihu.com/question/282501143/answer/2047866411

Scan here to 
read it on 

your phone

https://www.zhihu.com/question/282501143/answer/2047866411


14Data Storytelling https://www.zhihu.com/question/282501143/answer/2047866411

https://www.zhihu.com/question/282501143/answer/2047866411


15Data Storytelling https://www.zhihu.com/zvideo/1411707505789173760

• How much time does it take to read the blog?

• Do you enjoy reading this blog, why?
• What was this blog trying to express?
• Why do you agree/disagree with the author’s 

opinion?

• What if, you were asked the same question, how 
would you respond …

https://www.zhihu.com/zvideo/1411707505789173760


Now, let’s try the Video
16Data Storytelling https://www.zhihu.com/zvideo/1411707505789173760

https://www.zhihu.com/zvideo/1411707505789173760


Once again,
Welcome to DS363

Design and Learning with Data
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About this course
Course Description
• Viewing design problems as a collection of decision-making processes, data has 

been one of the important foundations for making such decisions. This course 
introduces the basics of data-related methods and cutting-edge applications using a 
programming language for computational practice. Through examples of data 
generated from human activities and nature, students will learn techniques in the 
representation, processing, analysis, learning, and visualization of data to gain 
insights, communicate information, and create for the intersection of data and design. 

Learning Outcomes
1. Conduct data analysis and gain insights within a given context.
2. Employ advanced techniques to visualize and communicate information.
3. Demonstrate ability to create for the intersection of data and design.
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The Instructor Team
• Lead Instructor: Dr. Wan Fang

• wanf@sustech.edu.cn 
• Office Address: Level 3, Block C1, Wisdom Park

• Teaching Assistant:  Zhang Zihan
• 12333210@mail.sustech.edu.cn 
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Grading Structure (Letter Grading)
20Course Introduction

Assignment

50%

20%

10%

20%

Attendance

Project

• Assignment 1 on practising Data Discovery
• Assignment 2 on practising Interactive Visualization

• Milestone on 3-mintue story & Big Idea

• Mid-term Review

• Final Presentation on Data Storytelling

Exam



Module Syllabus
Each Module 

involves 3 
Lectures

1. Data Literacy
2. Data Thinking

Project Milestone 
Presentation

3. Data Discovery
Assignment 1 
Presentation

4. Information Art
Project Mid-Term 

Presentation

5. Visualizing Data
Assignment 2 
Presentation

6. Story Dashboard 7. Data 
Storytelling

8. Course Review
Final Project 
Presentation
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• Ask
• Prepare

• Process
• Analyze

• Share
• Act



Design and Learning with Data
22Course Introduction

Process & analyze

Insights & Visualzations
Question Data

ü Infographics
ü Dashboards
ü Data videos
ü Product/services

Share/ActAsk & Prepare

For analysts themselves 
(mostly)

For other people



Design and Learning with Data
23Course Introduction

(EDA)
Exploratory Data Analysis

Process & analyze

Insights & Visualzations
Question Data

Design 
Storytelling 

Communication

ü Infographics
ü Dashboards
ü Data videos
ü Product/services

Share/ActAsk & Prepare

For analysts themselves 
(mostly)

For other people

A/B 
Testing

Data 
Quality/ 
Cleaning

Statistical 
graphics

Descriptive
/Inferential 

statistics

Data 
transform

ation

Visual 
Encoding 

Design

Data 
Literacy

Context

Data 
Thinking Interaction

Tableau
Uncertainty

Ethical and 
Deceptive



Assignment 1 on practising Data Discovery
• Tasks

• Pick a sample data from the resoure page of Tableau Public
• Identify at least three on-line analysis of this sample data
• Conduct an exploratary analysis of it on your own
• Summarize and present what you’ve explored from this sample data source

• Notes
• Yes, you are not limited to the data sample from Tableau Public, but for the sake 

of this assignment, this would be the simplest choice to begin with.
• You can find any three in-depth analysis of your chosen data sample as long as 

you can identify a story that interests you, and you will need to explain why.
• Then, you are asked to conduct an exploratory analysis on your own to practice 

the skills, and you are encouraged to begin by reproducing one from the three.
• Finally, please present what you’ve found and what you’ve (re)produced and 

focus specially on how you (re)produced it using what platform/tool.
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Assignment 2 on Interactive Visualization
• Tasks

• Find at least three interactive visualization of the same or similar data sample 
• Analyze, compare, and explain how they visualized the data story
• Build a visualization that enables interactive exploration of a dataset of your 

own choice
• Present and explain the tool/graph you’ve used and how you visualized it

• Notes
• Goals: gain hands-on implementation experience, & think about the 

effectiveness of the specific techniques for your chosen data
• Yes, you can choose the same data sample as Assignment 1, or another one, but 

please note that this time we focus on the interactive visualization techniques

25Course Introduction



Course Project
• For this semester, the final project will involve data-driven 

storytelling.
• Theme: propose as a team
• Format: PacificVis Contest
• Showcase : Week 16

• Course Project
• Milestone on 3-mintue story & Big Idea
• Mid-term
• Final Project Presentation on Data Storytelling

26Course Introduction



Course Project | Format: PacificVis Contest
• “PacificVis is an IEEE sponsored international visualization symposium held in the Asia-Pacific region, with the 

objective to foster greater exchange between visualization researchers and practitioners, and to draw more researchers in 
the Asia-Pacific region to enter this rapidly growing area of research.” The full name is IEEE Pacific Visualization 
Symposium.
• Conference Website: https://pvis2023.github.io/pvis2023/

• The PacificVis Contest is a special event during the conference. “This contest aims to encourage students, researchers, 
and visualization practitioners to demonstrate the value of data visualization through compelling visual data stories and to 
promote innovative and effective use of data visualization for communication and presentation.”
• Conference Website: https://visstory.github.io/

• For your final project, besides the theme of tù, you will follow the contest guidelines to better prepare your data-driven 
story in terms of detailed requirements, files, format, etc. It would be best if you went through the above link to learn 
more about it. And there is also a rich collection of winning examples of various formats from previous years for your 
reference.
• Your final submission includes the same required submission materials for the official contest, which generally include:

• 1) Your data-driven visualization file (Images, Video, Notebooks, Website, and others)
• 2) a ~5 min recorded video explanation of your submission. 
• 3) all reproducible and shareable codes, data, and files to generate your final submission.

• Although we won’t be able to join the contest for 2023, if you are keen to participate, you are 
encouraged to use this semester’s learning as a preparation to help you better prepare for the 
contest, which you may consider participating in the January of 2024. For this course, each 
student is expected to form a team of your own for the final project. By completing this course, 
you may consider forming a bigger team to refine your data-driven visualization and storytelling 
for joining the contest. Your decision to participate or not will have no impact on your markings 
for the final project. If you have any interest or questions regarding participating in the contest, 
please also contact the Lead Instructor for a chat.
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https://pvis2023.github.io/pvis2023/
https://visstory.github.io/
https://visstory.github.io/


Course Project | Showcase
• Finally, you are expected to present your data-driven storytelling through 

visualization of your final project in Week 16. 
• For visualizing your final project, below are a few tools that you might find helpful. 

Please note that you are not limited to the specific tool for your final visualization, but 
you are expected to learn it on your own to be skilled at using them or enhance your final 
submission.

• The simple choice:
• PowerPoint & Excel

• For code-intensive users:
• Programming languages such as Julia and Python, where a wide range of packages could 

be helpful.
• Pluto.jl | Deepnote | Plotly

• Visualization specific tools
• Tableau Public | Observable | Power BI | TouchDesigner

28Course Introduction

https://plutojl.org/
https://deepnote.com/docs/deepnote-crash-course
https://plotly.com/python/
https://public.tableau.com/app/resources/learn
https://observablehq.com/tutorials
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/training/powerplatform/power-bi?WT.mc_id=powerbi_landingpage-marketing-page
https://derivative.ca/tutorials


Team Project | Milestone Presentation
• Project Milestone on 3-mintue story & Big Idea

• Tasks
• Identify a data source of your interest with a reasonable quality
• Preliminarily explore a story from the data related to the theme
• Write a 3-minute story from the data to elaborate your project proposal
• Write a Big Idea story from the data to highlight your projet proposal

• Notes
• Find, download, and explain the public source of your chosen data
• Justify how your intended data story is related to the theme
• Elaborate on the data quality, and list 2~3 back-up data of the same kind
• Prepare a main 3-minute story and a big-idea by referring to the template
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Course Project | Mid-Term Presentation
• Tasks

• Propose team chosen topic and datasets
• Conduct an exploratory analysis of your chosen data
• Use the basic visualization methods to clarify the validity of your story

• Notes
• Task can be to advance an existing interest or research project: include new 

visualization tools for a specific domain, interactive articles explaining an 
important concept or technique, or novel visualization methods

• Make sure your data story fits the theme and is based on the data itself
• Consider what tool/platform/software you will need for the final version
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Course Project | Final Showcase
• Final Project Showcase on Data Storytelling

• Tasks
• ~ 5 mins presentation regarding how your data-driven story is developed 

throughout this semester
• ~ 5 mins live demonstration of your data-driven visualization file (Images, 

Video, Notebooks, Website, and others)

• Notes
• In this presentation, you are expected to

• 1) in 5 mins, explain your iterative development and personal reflection,
• 2) in 5 mins, present a live demonstration of your data-driven story visualization.
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Join the Course Wechat 
Group
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Course Website
http://ds363.ancorasir.com/ 
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Thank you~
Wan Fang

Southern University of Science and Technology
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